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Abstract
The Laboratory in Speech Technology and Ma-
chine Learning at the Università degli Studi di Enna
- Kore (UKE), Italy addresses several research top-
ics in those fields. In this document we present the
activities based on NLP approaches to knowledge
extraction from documents representing industrial
patents, along with the results achieved so far and
the future challenges we plan to deal with. The ap-
proach can be applied to a wide range of applica-
tions for different purposes.

1 Intelligent Patent Analysis
Analysis of patents can provide engineering design insight
and identify potential infringement for promoting innovation.
However, designers do not regularly engage with patents due
to the intricate structure and legal terminologies used, espe-
cially in the early design stages. Methods for capturing patent
knowledge from various patent sections and producing visu-
alisations to facilitate understanding have been presented in
the literature, including citation analysis and claims compar-
isons. In this context, we apply a standard Natural Language
Processing (NLP)-based approach on different sections of the
patent document (i.e. abstract, independent claim and all
claim sections), to provide patent benchmarking for use in
engineering design.

1.1 Achieved results
Figure 1 presents an overview of the NLP-based approach
developed for performing analysis using different patent de-
scriptive sections [Jiang et al., 2021]. Word tokenisation in
NLTK works on both single sentences and multiple sentences
to split them into individual words, hence it is applied directly
regardless of the section type. Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging
is then applied to assign labels to each tokenised word. The
next step is to lemmatise, i.e. consolidate noun phrases (e.g.
POS tags start with N) only to eliminate duplicate expres-
sions such as ’battery’ and ’batteries’. This is accomplished
by first converting NLTK tags to WordNet tags and then ap-
plying the WordNet Lemmatiser. The reason for lemmatising
noun phrases only while keeping other phrases unchanged is
to maintain the accuracy of parsing performed later. Before
parsing, stopwords are removed from the text by referring to a

Figure 1: Methodology for patent functional modelling



Figure 2: Manual vs. NLP comparison of functional modelling for
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customised list. The use of a customised list is because stop-
words that are built in the NLTK corpus contain too many
meaningful preposition phrases such as ’in’, ’of’, ’from’, and
’to’, making it inaccurate for analysing patents if used. The
next step is to perform parsing using NLTK Regular Expres-
sions to identify different types of chunks including invention
features and relationships.

The parsed results, in the form of an NLTK tree, are
then post-processed for recognition of invention features, plus
hierarchical and functional relationships. Subject-Action-
Object (SAO) structure is used to transform the parsed re-
sults into a cluster of triplets centred on each relationship
(Action) chunk identified. A recognised relationship chunk
is in some cases a verb phrase such as ’for generating’, or
an adjective phrase such as ’smaller than’. For each relation-
ship chunk, its Subject is considered to be the next invention
feature chunk on its left and its Object is considered to be the
next invention feature chunk on its right. When navigating the
resultant NLTK tree, if the chuck next to a relationship (Ac-
tion) is not an invention feature chunk then the algorithm will
go further left until an invention feature chunk can be identi-
fied. The relationship chunks for all formed SAO triplets will
go through a comparison with a list of hierarchy phrases, to
distinguish hierarchical relationships from functional interac-
tions. Finally, the invention SAO triplets will be plotted with
hierarchy SAO and function SAO plotted differently to pro-
vide visualisation of a functional model.

The functional model produced using the NLP-based ap-
proach here starts by creating nodes, corresponding to each of
the invention features identified. Then hierarchy and function
SAO triplets are added as links between each pair of nodes.
Figure 2 presents an example comparison between the func-
tional model generated manually (a) and that from using the
NLP-based approach (b) for a patent abstract, where a rea-
sonable degree of similarity can be observed.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, we
developed a metric by considering the ratios of matched out-

comes amongst the manual and NLP analysis (1). The effec-
tiveness, E, is obtained by first multiplying two ratios which
provides a value between 0 and 1, and then the value is mul-
tiplied by 100, providing a value ranges from 0 to 100. The
first ratio indicates the usefulness of the NLP-based approach
compared to manual analysis, obtained by dividing the num-
ber of matched results by the number of manual results. The
second ratio reflects the precision of the approach, by calcu-
lating the proportion of matched results amongst all the re-
sults obtained by NLP. The manual analysis was carried out
by the authors following the guideline introduced in [Ather-
ton et al., 2017].

E =
Matched results

Manual results
× Matched results

NLP results
× 100 (1)

In our experiments we noticed that E values for each patent
and each descriptive section differ quite significantly, and av-
erage E alone is not sufficient to provide a reliable insight. We
thus decided to consider standard deviation into the analysis
to reflect the variation in the effectiveness values. A signal-
to-noise ratio SNR concept was adopted, obtained by divid-
ing the average effectiveness E by the standard deviation, ex-
pressed in Equation (2), where E stands for the average effec-
tiveness of the samples and σ stands for the stand deviation
among the samples. The best patent descriptive sections for
analysis can be identified by looking for high SNR, indicat-
ing average E is strong in relation to its standard deviation.
This definition of SNR potentially enables a more insightful
analysis to be performed by looking at not only the effective-
ness of the NLP-based approach but also its reliability when
analysing different patents.

SNR =
E

σ
(2)

The results suggest that the patent claim is best suited to
invention feature and hierarchy identification whilst the inde-
pendent claim is best suited to invention design principle cap-
ture (see Figure 3). The results also reveal the limitation of
the off-the-shelf NLP-based approach used, suggesting that
better benchmarking could be achieved if more tailored tech-
niques are developed and applied.

Compared to the manual approach which requires roughly
10 minutes to complete [Jiang et al., 2018], the NLP-based
approach only takes 3 seconds to produce the diagram and
associated outcomes, suggesting that designers can save con-
siderable time, especially when analysis of a large number of
patents is required.

1.2 Challenges
From the results, it is obvious that the approach works best
when identifying invention features for all patent descrip-
tive sections, supported by larger average effectiveness and
signal-to-noise ratio. This is within expectation because the
invention feature exists in the simplest form in the context of
NLP, e.g. compound nouns hence the highest effectiveness
can be achieved. However, in some cases, the same feature
with varied expressions is treated as a distinct feature in the
automated analysis. For example, ‘skirt’ and ‘skirt of con-
tainer’ are regarded as two features but in fact, they refer



Figure 3: Comparison of average effectiveness

to the same one. This type of problem would normally be
avoided by a designer. In some other cases, the invention fea-
tures identified contain irrelevant elements, e.g. ‘pair’, ‘shaft
above bearing’. This is due to the POS taggers assigned to
the tokenised words were not sufficiently accurate and this
further leads to inaccurate identification of invention features
and relationships. For example, ‘juice blender comprising’,
in which ‘juice blender’ is supposed to be an invention fea-
ture and ‘comprising’ is supposed to be a hierarchical verb
but in the analysis ‘comprising’ was tagged as a noun hence
forming a compound noun with ‘juice blender’.

The limitations of the approach developed so far can be
summarised into three aspects:

1. Incapacity of consolidating variations of expressions
that describe the same feature.

2. Incapacity of assigning highly accurate POS tags.

3. Incapacity of recognising inferred relationships in com-
plex sentences

With respect to limitation 1, the implementation of an ontol-
ogy could help. An ontology is a formal representation of
concepts, data and relationships. It can be applied to create a
conceptualised representation of the same feature expressed
in various ways. However, as patent describes the state of
the art in a narrow field it is nearly impossible to construct
an ontology that works for all. Domain-specific ontology is
a potential solution that can become powerful when dealing
with patents around one specific topic. For example [Jiang
et al., 2018], a domain-specific ontology on beverage can
patents was constructed to enable invention feature consolida-
tion. With respect to limitation 2, specific POS taggers could
be developed to improve the accuracy of tagged words. The
default NLTK POS tagger used in this study enables rapid
analysis of patents with a compromised accuracy. However,
similarly, in order to train a POS tagger to provide more ac-
curate results, a target domain will be necessary and machine
learning is often needed (e.g. see [Mohammed, 2020]) to out-
perform standard toolkits. With respect to limitation 3, more
sophisticated parsing grammar and text pre-processing tech-
niques could be applied to recognise inferred relationships.
This limitation mainly applies when Claims are being anal-

ysed whereas the Abstract tends to have simpler sentence
structures.

1.3 Projects
This activity is part of an UK’s ESPRC funded project, named
Patent Knowledge Design Tool [PKDT, 2021], in which some
from our staff has been involved as Co-Investigator within an
ongoing partnership with the Brunel University London - De-
partment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, College
of Engineering, Design and Physical Sciences.

1.4 Resources
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